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2 .
ABSTRACT
This thesis is  concerned with models of ZF that admit
automorphisms of order greater than 1 .
We obtain such models using Boolean-valued models.
Starting with a fixed uj-non-standard countable '1^1, and considering 
the algebra e M whose universe is  B = RO (X^ ) (X,I e M) , we construct
-  a normal f i l t e r  f  o f  subgroups o f  a group o f  automorphisms o f  Aut(ffi>),
- the r -stable subalgebra of (8  ^
- an automorphism tt of the replica (3  ^ of OF and
- an u l t r a f i l te r  U that in a natural sense is  generic in ,
Y
so that 7T induces an automorphism of '77L /U.
Part of the construction is  quite general and applies to any
B = RO(X )^. (Chapters I-IV.)
In Chapter I, by simulating the construction of B = RO(X^ ) outside 
the model, we obtain a Boolean-algebra that is  isomorphic to ^ .
In Chapter II we l i s t  some known connections between generic 
u ltra f i l te rs  and models of ZF which hold when is  non-standard and 
(B is  replaced by (j2 .
We introduce the concept of -standardness.
In Chapter III  the concepts of 'ex tendability ', of 'almost- 
genericity ' and of 'locally-expressible' permutations and automorphisms 
are introduced.
A generalised version of the "x 's": x  ^ = {< y^,b>: y e  x}, is
given (x e m, b e  b ) . Some of the ir properties are examined.
I t  is  shown that the condition ttEu] = U (*) is  necessary and
r
sufficient in order to induce automorphisms in “7)1 /U, and that 
extendability constitutes a sufficient condition in order to obtain 
TT, u satisfying (*). Such tt, u  are constructed simultaneously.
In Chapter IV we construct automorphisms of two symmetric
3 .
Boolean-valued submodels o f via lo c a l ly  e x p r e ss ib le  perm utations 
"TT M) o f  the ex ten sion  o f  I ,
If T is  locally-expressible, formulae of the form (f) (ïïx^  ,. .. , 7tx^) , 
(X j,...,x^  £ M , T I  M) , can be considered as formulae of the language 
of M .
p
In Chapter V, we consider the iTl ' s introduced previously with 
0)X(jjX (fC + 1) ,
B = R0(2 ) , ic an w-non-standard number in Results from
earlie r chapters lead in each case to autonorphisms it of ^771  ^ and
 ^ r
g e n e r ic  u l t r a f i l t e r s  U, so  th a t  tt in d u c e s  an autom orphism  o f  472 /U.
To Sebastian, my son,
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Introduction and remarks on notation 
and basic assumptions.
Remarks on notation and basic assumptions.
We shall assume fam iliarity with the notations, concepts and known 
results concerning Boolean-valued models of set theory, for which we 
follow J. Bell [3], with the following sligh t differences in notation.
-  ''Tyi = <M,E> will denote a model of set theory with universe M, and E 
the membership relation interpreted in')7l. Similarly with 4)2' = < M ' , E ’ >.
- = <B, V,  A,  * ,  Og, lg> will denote a Boolean algebra whose universe 
is  B. V, A, *, Og and 1^ w ill have the usual meanings.
With th is notation, the -extension of "Tip should be denoted by
'ÏYl ; however, for the sake of simplicity, i t  w ill be denoted by 2^71 .
Accordingly, w ill be used to denote the universe of ’' t ï lF .
Let r be a normal f i l te r  of subgroups of a group of automorphisms
of . Then denotes the class of a l l  elements of whose stab ilizers
(definition 26, p .2 2 ) hereditarily  belong to F, and 471 denotes the
B r
(Boolean-valued symmetric) submodel of'TTh with universe M .
As in [3], by 'formula' or 'sentence' we mean, respectively, a 
formula or sentence of the language of set theory; that is ,  a f i r s t  
order language with equality and the binary predicate symbol e .
We recall that the language of 771^ , c t  is  the f i r s t  order 
language obtained from c ô  by adding a name for each element of M^ , while 
the language o f T c F , o6  is  the sublanguage of ^ obtained by removing
r
a ll  names not denoting elements of M .
For convenience we identify each element of with i t s  name in
If  # is  a sentence of £ i t s  Boolean tru th  value (or, simply, 
i t s  Boolean value) in 471^  will be denoted by [|#||. I f  # is  a sentence of
7 .
(ji i t s  Boolean truth value in "TaF  w ill also be denoted by ||<i>|l. No 
confusion or ambiguity will arise from these abuses of notations.
We shall also assume fam iliarity with axiomatic se t theory and 
forcing. The references include J. Bell and M. Machover [4], P. Cohen [5] 
and G. Takeuti and W.M. Zaring [14], [15].
Introduction,
In 1974 Cohen [6 ] showed how to construct a model of ZF admitting 
an automorphism of order 2 using the notion of forcing in a non-standard 
model of set theory (of. also, Anapolitanos [1]).
The existence of such models d irectly  implies the independence of 
the Axiom of Choice. (Cohen [6 ], p .326 and Anapolitanos [1], p .31.)
Observing that no standard model of ZF has non-trivial automorphisms, 
Cohen [6 ] s ta rts  with a countable non-standard model '7X1, and by means of 
a combinatorial technique, obtains a complete sequence P of forcing 
conditions together with a rank preserving permutation ir of the generic 
elements^of order 2 and such that for each p e P and for any generic x,y
( x 6 y )  € p (iTx Ô Try) e p, with 6 e {e,^}. (*)
The construction of these tt and P is  the key point in the method, 
(Cohen [6 ], pp.327-328).
T induces a permutation ir of the resulting model 471' in a natural
way.
Cohen's combinatorial technique can be generalised to obtain a 
model with an automorphism of any given order.
I t  is  to be observed that it does not belong to , and is  not 
even a definable class in 4)1'. (This is  also true of it. )  For, i f  (j) 
is  a formula in two variables of the language of ZF such that
7f(x) = y ^(x,y), for every x,y.
then one proves that ZF \- ~i(3x) (3y) (<j) (x,y) A x /  y) (induction on rank) .
I t  is  also to be observed that in th is particular problem, the 
in terest lie s  in the permutation tt rather than in the generic elements 
themselves.
These two observations are to be kept in mind when stating the 
Boolean-valued approach to the problem.
The aim of th is thesis is  to construct a model of ZF with an 
automorphism it of any given order N > 1 (and therefore, with automorphisms 
7Ti, . . . , 7T^ , of any given orders N^,...,N^, a e m) , within the framework 
of the Boolean-valued models.
The natural Boolean-valued counterpart to the problem is  as follows:
given an o)-non-standard model 4îl of ZF, to find sets I,X £ M, and 
to construct the following
- (inside ) , the complete Boolean algebra (fi o f  the regular open sets 
RO(X )^, where X^  is  the product topological space with the discrete 
topology on X.
- (inside iU )/ a normal f i l te r  F of subgroups of a group of automorphisms 
of 43 ,
r
- (inside Hi ), the F-stable subalgebra (B of (8  (definition 31),
r r
- (outside 771) r an automorphism tt of the replica (3 of 43 , (see 
definition 1 and corollary 3), via a permutation of the extension of I , and
Y
- (outside ) , a generic u lt ra f i l te r  U in (3 , so that tt induces an
r
automorphism of 4Tl /U, of order N > 1.
r
The necessity for considering 43 instead of 63 w ill become 
apparent in I I I . l .
As we are working with a non-standard model, Mostowski's collapsing
p
lemma cannot be applied here in order to obtain iTL [ u ] . Therefore the
p
process of the construction must stop with Hi /u.
9 .
Another version of a Boolean-valued approach to the problem is 
discussed in chapter I I I . l ,  (p.26).
As in the forcing version, tt (or ir) is  a non-definable class in
-T n F  /Ü .
On the other hand, as TYl is  non-standard, 43 does not have to be
a Boolean algebra and, indeed, not even a structure in the sense of the
universe of sets (Y. Suzuki and G. Wilmers 13 , p .11).
These comments force us to focus attention on automorphisms of
^  rather than of 43 .
Let Form ( )  be the class of formulae of. jS  in n variables. Although 
n
T is  non-definable in 471, since we will be interested in computing their
Boolean values, we will need to regard expressions of the form
(p (ttx, , .. . ,TTX ) , with 6 € Form (c£ ) , and, x. , . .. ,x c wF, as sentences of i n n  i nr
the language of 7)1 . The concept of 'locally  expressible' automorphism 
is  introduced for th is purpose.
That T is  locally expressible means that for each x ^ ,... ,x ^  e ,
there is  in M an automorphism a whose effect on x ^ ,... ,x ^  is  that of
T ; thus, o  'represents' tt inside M for these particu lar x ^ , . . . ,x  .
I t  is  found (proposition 4 9 , p .45) that the condition ttCU] = U is  
necessary and sufficient for tt to induce an automorphism of /U. This 
suggests a construction that keeps synchronised control on tt and U. ,
An additional complication is  introduced by the requirement that 
TT must respect the forcing conditions in the sepse of (*) above. At ' 
th is point, Cohen's combinatorial technique plays an essential role in 
the construction (definition 67 and proposition 6 8 , pp .64,65).
The concept of 'extendability ' (definition 39, p . 3 2 }  constitute^ 
a sufficient condition in order to get tt , U as above, (proposition 44, 
p .35). I t  is  also necessary in the weak sense of proposition 43 (p.36
rTwo d ifferent definitions of,Hi l ead to two d ifferen t constructions.
The work is  set up in quite a general frame when going from 7 ïl l:o
1 0 .
B r '
TTi and 771 , (chapters I-IV) , and we need to particu larise only in
chapter V, where we take specific X, I, F.
Due to the combinatorics involved in th is work we w ill have to make
abundant use of sub and superindices. This makes i t  inconvenient to use
(TT l) (7VL)the standard notations, ' t  ' and '<j) ' t o  represent the term ' t  ' and 
the formula '({)' as relativized to 771. Instead, we will refer to set- 
theoretical concepts relativized to 7)1 by means of the expressions 'in
the sense of “TOI', 'in  771', or by means of the prefix ' ___',  where '___'
represents the concept referred to in each case. However, for the sake
of c la rity  we w ill not adhere rigorously to the application of th is: 
sometimes the difference between work carried out inside and outside 771- 
will not be made explicit; we are confident that the distinction  will 
become clear from the context.
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The replica of a 
Boolean algebra
1. Definition
(i) Let ( /I be an 471-struc tu re . I .e . ,  for some A, R. , f ., c , where1 3 K
the i 's ,  j 's  and k 's  take values from given TTZ-sets of subindices, we 
have
is  a structure whose universe, relations, functions and
distinguished elements are A, R,, f ., and c , respectively).
1 3 k
Define
A = {x eM :i?lf= x  eA>
R = { < x X >: 3 7 l\=  < x . . . . ,x  > € R} 
i n i n
f = {<x   ,x ,y>: Tu 1= y = f<x_, ,x >}
~ 1 n i n
? i ' ? j ’ V i , j , k -
01 is  called the replica of 01 , and i t  is  a V-structure, (a 
structure in the sense of the universe of se ts ) .
(ii) For each x € M, the extension of x is
Xg ={ y € M:  7)1 1= y E x}.
2. Proposition. Let $ (v^ ,...,v^) be a formula of the language of 
0 1 ,  and a ^ ,. . . ,a ^  £ A.
1 2 .
Then
j= Sat(4l/ (J)^ , <a^  , . . . , a^>) Oh j= (J>[ a^, . . .  ,a^3 
Proof. Cf. G. Wilmers [15], p .v i ii .  □
3. Corollary. Let 43 be an Hl-(cBa), (complete Boolean algebra) .
T h en
-  = 7 ' ' i '  ( ')* '
is  a (V-) Boolean algebra. □
From now onwards, 771 and <0 will have the meanings described above; 
unless otherwise stated.
4. Definition
P(B) = {X, : k XÇ B} I~ - E '
We have P(B) £ P(B), but, since the notion of power set is  not 
absolute, the equality is  not expected to hold.
5. Definition. Let X, x, y e  M be such that
771 1= X Ç B (i.e . Xg £ P (B) )
H I}= X, y £ B ( i.e . x, y £ B = B^ )
Define
(i) VXg = y 471 ^ y = VX.
(ii) AXg = Y ^  Ht [= y = Ax.
(iii)  X  ^ y Ht (= x 3  y.
6 . Proposition. Let x, y £ B = B , and le t  A £ M be such that
13
Ag e P(B). 
T h en
(ii) VA = Sup A (with respect to )^E Ci
( iii)  AA^ = Inf A^  (with respect to )^ □
Although 43 is  not complete, i t  is  P(B)-complete. More suggestively, 
we can say that G} is  HI-complete.
We recall that i f  <P,^> is  a poset and 43 is  a complete Boolean 
algebra in the universe of sets, then (of. J. Bell [3], Ch.2)
(a) two elements p,q e P are said to be compatible, 'Comp(p,q)',
i f  there is  r  e P such that r   ^ p and r  3 q,
(b) Q Ç P is  compatible, 'Comp(Q)*, i f  any two elements of Q are 
compatible,
(c) D Ç p is  dense i f  C^x e P) Oy € D) (y ^ x) ,
(d) A Ç B is  dense i f  O  ^ A and for each O b e B there is  a e A
such that a $ b,
(e) P is  said to be refined i f
(Vp,q e P)[q  ^ p (3p'  ^ q)-iComp (p,p') ],
i
(f) P is  refined i f f  i t  is  order-isomorphic to a dense subset of
j
a cBa,
(g) if e is  an order-isomorphism of P onto a dense 
say that < (3,e> is  a Boolean completion of P and that P
(h) i f  < (d ,e>  and <(3>',e'> are Boolean completions 
is  an isomorphism between (B and 43' which interchanges
We will freely make use of these statements as relativized to TTL, 
In H t, le t  X,I be sets , and le t  B = RO(X^).
D e f i n e  ( i n  H i ) ,
subset of B we 
is  a basis for 43 , 
of P, then there 
e[P] and e '[P ].
1 4 .
( i)  C(l,X) = { p :  (dom p ç  l )  a (ran p ç  X) a Fin (dom p ) } .  Put C(l,X) = P
( i i )  p  ^ q p 5 q, for  p ,q  e P.
( i i i )  N[p] = { f  € X :^ p  £ f } ,  for p e P,
We know that P is  refined, that each n[P] is  clopen and, therefore, 
a regular open set of the topologidal space X^ , when X is  assigned the 
discrete topology. Also, <RO(X^ ),N> is  a Boolean completion of C(I,X), 
and the la t te r  is  a basis for RO(X^).
Let us consider the replica 43 of th is 7)1-(c B a) .
Notice that the definition of (Q given in 1, ignores the process of 
construction of (B inside 7% .
We are interested in producing a replica, outside Hi, of the 
construction of B = RO(X^ ) in HL .
This process w ill lead to a Boolean algebra <3 that is  isomorphic
to 43 .
7. Definition. Let (3 ,X,I,P e M be such that
Ht ^ ( (3 is  the cBa of the regular open sets of the topological 
space X^), and
HI 1= P = C(I,X) .
For any A ,f,x,y,p e M such that
p e P,
7?l|= f £ x^,
771 \= X, y £ RO (X^ ) and
hl|= a ç b,
define
(i) £  = {<i,x>: <i,x> £ p}.
(ii) P = {£ : Hi 1= p e P}.
15,
( i i i ) f  = {<i,x>: H t 1= <i,x> 6 f}.
(iv) Nfpl = {f : Ht 1= f e N[p]}.
(v) (x^) = : -yyi\= f e X^}.
(vi) X = {^ : Trt 1= f  e x}.
(vii) B = {x : Ht 1= X e RO(X^)}.
(v ii i ) = {f : Ht 1= B — ' f  e 03} = 0 .
(ix) 1^ = {f : % 1= f  e I3 } = (x5  .
(X) X A y  = {2 : H t 1= f e X A y}.
(xi) X Vy = {f : “Ht 1= f  e XV y}.
(xii) X* = {f : HI 1= f e X*}.
(x iii) (% = <B, _V, ( ) i , V  V -
(xiv) < y —^>■ 7rt 1= X ^ y-
(xv) A = {^ : Ht 1= X e A}.
(xvi) VA = {:f : TU 1= f  6 VA}.
(xvii) AA = {f : Ht 1= f  € AA}.
8 . Proposition. (Hypotheses and notations as in definition 7)
(l) E. d3ns0 in (2) For every x, y, A we have
(i) XAy = X  A y
(ii) X  V y = X V y
(iii)  X* = (x*)
(iv) X < y -<-> X A y = X x v y = y
(v) VA = VA = Sup A (under "<") .
(vi) AA = = Inf A (under "<").
(vii) (3 is  a Boolean algebra.
(viii) 0  and ^  are H)-complete isomorphic.
Proof. The proofs are a ll  tr iv ia l ,  and the isomorphism in (v iii) is  
given by
X .  □
1 6 .
Obviously we will refer to x only when x £ M. Sometimes i t  will 
be convenient to write ' (x) ' for 'x ' and at times we will use expressions
like 'l e t  x be such th a t . . . '  to mean ' l e t  x be such that x is  such th a t . . . ' ,  
for short. The same applies to x^.
Proposition 8 gives us considerable freedom to 'jump' into and out 
of 7ïl while considering processes involving As everything belonging
to (0 replicates a related element of M, often we will loosely make no 
distinction between the x 's  and the x 's . Instead, i f  some element v £ V 
replicates an element of M, we will say that v is  expressible in HI.
r
Proposition 8 w.i 1 1 allow us to induce automorphisms of 43 by means 
of permutations of I^. This, in turn, w ill induce automorphisms of Hr .
We know that th is is  always possible when the permutations of 1  ^ involved 
are expressible in H I.
We shall see that by means of a certain kind of permutations of I^
vhich are not expressible in HI, i t  is  . s t i l l  possible to induce, in a
f
natural way, automorphisms ofTTt.
Typical examples of permutations of 1  ^ which are not expressible 
in HL are the ones whose definitions involve the notions of finiteness 
or standardness. Also, the ones obtained by means of u ltra f i l te rs .
9. Definition. A f i l te r  in 43 is  a non-empty subset F of B such that 
for every x,y £ B
(i) (x £ F) A (x  ^ y £ B) y £ F.
(ii) (x,y £ F) A (z = X A y) ^ z £ F.
(iii)  Og /  F.
I f , in addition, F sa tisfie s




F is  an u ltra f i l te r  in 43 -f->- F is  a £-maximal f i l te r  in . iH
11. Definition
(i) Let S be such that
x e  S ^ H t | = x e P ( B ) .
Let U be an u lt r a f i l te r  in . Then U is  said to be S-complete 
i f f  for every x e S
y x E e U ^ x ^ n U T ^ G
(ii) U is  said to be M-generic , o r  simply generic i f f  i t  is  
P(B)-complete. (i.e . i f f  for every x such that
TTT- 1= X Ç B,
we have Vx^  £ U ^ x  ^ n U  ^ O)
18,
I I
Generic u ltra f il te rs  and models of set theory
In th is chapter we l i s t  some known connections between generic 
u ltra f i l te rs  and models of Set-theory which hold, mutatis mutandis, 
when we consider ^  instead of 43.
With variations, the proofs go along similar lines to the usual
ones.
As the ground models TYL we have in mind are non-standard,
Mostowski's Collapsing Lemma does not apply here. Hence, our final
step in the process that leads to the supermodel of Ht, w ill have to be
Hl^/U instead of Hi[U].
We recall that Boolean values are assigned to the sentences of
^   ^ as follows.
M
Let a,T be sentences of (|) (u) be a formula of ^ and x,y e M^
Then
| | a  A t || = | | a | |  A | | t ||,
Ih^ l^l = Ikll*/
||3u(j) (u) II = V JU(x) ||, 
xeM
||x=y|| = A (yf^^iize xii) A A (x(z) ^  iizeyll)
' Z& dom y z e dom x '
l|x e y II = V ( y(z)AUz = x||). Cf. remark in p. 24.
ze dom y
12. Definition. Let U be an u ltra f i l te r  in 43 and le t  x,y e M^ . Then
(i) X y ||x=yII e U.
(ii) x^ = {y £ M^ : x y}.
( iii)  x^^y^ ||x £ y|| £ U.
(iv) Tk F / U  = <{x^: X e M®}, E^>.
1 9 .
13. Proposition. Let (j> (v^, . . . , v^) be a formula with no quantifiers,
U be any u lt r a f i l te r  in (B , and x ^ ,...,x ^  an Hi- ( f in ite  sequence) of 
elements of M^ . Then, if (|) bas standard length
®/U 1= (f)[x^ , .. . ,x^] -«->“ ||(|) (x^  , . .. ,x^)|| e U. □
14. Proposition. (Same hypotheses)
(i) I f  0 (v^ ,...,v^) is  a formula of the form 3ai|j, where ij; has no 
quantifiers, then
^/U 1= (j)[x ,^ . . .  ,x^] l|(j) (Xj ,. . .,x^)|| £ U.
(ii) I f  <|) (v^, .. ., v^) is  a formula of the form Va , where tp has
no quantifiers,
||4.(x^,...,x^)|| £ u - I - 1= □
15- Proposition. (Same hypotheses)
(i) I f  (Vj, .. ., v^) is  a -formula, then
APTL ®/u 1= (j)[x ,^ . . .  ,x^3 ||(f) (x^  , . .. ,x^)|| £ U.
(ii) I f  (J) (Vj^ , .. ., v^) is  a Ti ^  -formula, then
lU (x^  , ..  . ,x^)|| £ U -)-7rL®/U [= (f)[x^ , . . . ,x ^ ] . □
16. Proposition. (Same hypotheses)
I f  U is  HI -generic and 4» (v^  , , v )^ is  any formula of s t anda r d
length, then 7%.^/U ^ ÿ [x^ ,...,x^] +^ ||^(x^,...,x^X | E U, 
for any H l-fin ite  Ht-sequence x ^ ,...,x ^  of elements of M^ . □
17. Corollary. I f  U is  M-generic, and a is  any sentence of standard 
length, then
20,
7>l ® 1= a Hi^/u 1= a .
In particu lar,
B I _ _  . _  B7?t 1= ZF H r /u  1= ZF.
^  ZFC-» H t ^ /U  1= ZFC □
We know that
7?L 1= O rd(a) ->■ ThF  [= O rd[a]
}= Ordfa^J
18. Definition
(i) Let X 6 Ht^/u be such that
'H u  ® /u  1= Ord [ x  ] .
,B
Then we say that x is  an 'Ht-standard ordinal of TTL /U i f  there 
exists an HU-ordinal a such that
77t ®/u [= X = a^.
(ii) An element y £ Ht^/U is  said to be Hi- -standard i f  i t s  rank 
in Hl^/U is  an 7>t-standard ordinal ofH t^/u.
(iii)  7 fL and Hl^/U are said to have the same ordinals i f  a l l  the 
ordinals in Hl^/u are 7 /1-standard.
(Particularly in non-standard cases, th is notion can be described 
by saying that and HV^ /U 'have the same degree of non-standardness').
Now, le t  x £ M^ .
Let S = {y: (3x £ M^) (Hl|= y = (||x = a||: Ord (a)})}. 
(Then X £ S 7/L |= x c B.)
21
19. Definition. Let A e M.
and
Then A is  called an M-partition of unity in 43 i f  
■7H.[= A Ç B,
HL 1= (Va, b € A) (a  ^ b ^ a A b = O),
-Ht|= VA = Ig.
20. Proposition. The following conditions are equivalent i f A\ ) J = Z ¥ C
(i) U is  M-generic 
(ii) For any M-partition of unity A in B,
A^ n U ^ O. □
21. Proposition. Let HI  ^ ZF.
Consider the following conditions.
(i) U is  S-complete.
(ii) and 'YYlF/U have the same ordinals, 
( iii)  U is  M-generic.
Then
(ii i)  -4. (ii) 4. (i).
I f , in addition, HU|= ZFC, then 
(iii)  4—>• (ii) 4-4- (i) . j □
22. Proposition. For any u ltra f i l te r
X
is  an embedding of <M,E> into <M^ /U,E^ >. 
submodel TyO of 1TL^ /U.
Putting
M' = {x^: X e m} £ M^/U
U, the function given by
I .e .,H u  is  isomorphic to a
□





A = {<x,x>: X e B}
Then we have A e and
24. Corollary. For any u ltra f i l te r  U, and any model of ZF (ZFC), 
TH /u is  a model of ZF (ZFC) that includes Hi ' and contains A .^ D
Now, le t  G be a subgroup of Aut(^ ), (the automorphism group of cB ), 
and le t  F be a normal f i l te r  of subgroups of G, ( i .e .,  F is  a f i l te r ,  
and tt e G and H e F -4- ttH tt”  ^ e F).
25. Definition. Let x e M^ .
Define, in the usual way.
( i )  s t a b  (x) = {a e G: ox = x } ,  ( the  s t a b i l i z e r  o f  x ) .
F F( i i )  = { x :  Fun (x) a ran (x )  £ B A s t a b ( x )  e F a (3Ç < a) (dom (x) ç  M ) ,
where a is  an ordinal of M. Put
F F
M = { x : 3 a ( x e M) } .
a
r
Here we recall the definition of the Boolean value in Hi of a 
sentence of od
For x,y £ ' V F , I|x £ y ||  ^and ||x = y ||^are  defined as in page 18, 
and for sentences o ,t of and any formula (j) (u) of ozf
2 3 .
h a | | ^ =  I I  a  11/
3u(j) (u) I I  ^  = V  ^ I I  (j) (x) I I  ^
X£M
25. Proposition.
7>1 1= ZF Y^ïF  1= ZF.
(In particu lar, 7Vl[= ZFC -> 441 |= ZF) . □
27. Definition. Let U be a generic u ltra f il te r  in ( 8 .
r u. r
Put M /U = {x : X £ M }.
Then M^ /U Ç M /^U.
Set HI^/U = <M^ /U, E^/(M^/U)>.
28. Proposition. Let U be a generic u ltra f i l te r  in (sh , (j) (v^,. . . , v^) be




(i) H I ^ /u  1= (|) [x^,---- ,x^] 4-^ II (j) (x^,----- ,x^)|| £ U.
(ii) For any sentence a
T T l ^ [ = 0  4- 471^ /u  1= a .
In particular
T r t^  ^  ZF ^  4 ) l^ /u  1= Z F. □
Finally in th is  chapter, we observe that i f  U is  M-generic, ,
2 4 .
^/u and 7 y F / 1] have the same ordinals, since
r
(i) a e M for every HI-ordinal a, and
(ii) i f  X e is  such that ~'ïïF/U \= OrdCx^],
then ||Ord(x)l| = V J|x  = a|| £ U.
a£ORD
Thus X = a £ U for some Hi-ordinal a.
( iii)  The same as in ( i i ) , with x £ instead of x £ M^ .
N.B. Regarding the d e f in it io n  o f  I I  (j)|| ( p . l 8 ) ,  one
r e p lic a te s  th is  process o u tsid e  in  a n a tu ra l way. 
Let us w r ite  llcjilL fo r  the B oolean-value o f  (J) as computed in  M.
We d efin e  a (3 -stru ctu re  w ith  u n iverse  e M: x e 1 as
fo l lo w s .
For X, y € put
llx = y||~ = IIX = y7_ , llx 6 yll- = |lx e y lL  ,
B II iiBand i f  (j) i s  a standard sen tence o f  the language o f  M , d e fin e  ^  
r e c u r s iv e ly  as fo llo w s
= (Ill'll G)'
J l -  = l|l|l,ll~
|HXl|j(x)||- = V I I  l|;(x
xeH^
Then fo r  any standard formula (j) and x ^ , . . . , x ^  e i f  ^  w ith  n
f i n i t e ,  we have
S ince 1^ = 1^, i s  a ^ -s tr u c tu r e  fo r  which the axioms 




The stable subalgebra (8  .
p
Locally expressible automorphisms of ® , towards
r r I
automorphisms of -iTL and /U, where B = RO (X ).
Let "1TL be a model of ZF and (d be an - (cBa) .
29. Definition. For each x e M and b € B, le t
x^ = {<y^;b>: y e x}
30. Proposition. For every y,x e M and every b,c c B
( i )  y  e X 6 x^ll = b a c .
(ii) y  4 X I I y ^  e  x ^ | |  = O.
( i i i )  y = X ->• lly^  ^ = x^ II = (b* v c)  a (b v c*)
(iv) y f  X ||y^ = x^|| = (b v c)*.
Proof. Induction on rank. The induction hypothesis being 
for a l l  z with rank(z) < rank (x),
(a) Vÿ (z e y I I  e y  ^I I  = b A c)
(b) \7y (z t y  ^ I I  z  ^ e  y  ^I I  = O) .
(c) ^y (z = y I I  z^ = y  ^I I  = (b* v c) a (b v c*) )
(d) Vy (z 7^  y I I  Z j ^  =  y  ^I I  = (b v c) *) .
2 6
31. Definition. Let be B, G,F as in definition 26.
(i) stab (b) = {a e G: a (b) = b} .
(ii) B^  = {b e B: stab(b) e F}.
32. Proposition
(i) OXL = for any be B, xe M, o  e G; hence, 
stab(x^) = stab (b).
(ii) Let b e  B. Then there are u ,v ,u ',v ' e such that 
b = II u = VII and b = ||u ' e v '||.
F p
(iii)  Let b e B . Then there are u ,v ,u ',v ' e M such that
b = Hu = v | l  and b = ||u ' 6 v '  |L
Proof. (i) Straightforward induction on rank.
Let b e  B, w,x,y,z e M with x 7^  x and ye z. We have
(11) I I = î^^ll = b = llÿj^  £ Zj^ ll (1)
r /s A /N yv r
( iii)  If b e B , using (i) one sees that w, . ,x, . ,y, , z, e M and
b* b* b b
(iii)  follows from (i) above. D
33. Proposition. For every b e B and a e G
(i) stab(b) is  a subgroup of G.
(ii) stab(ob) = astab(b)a ^. Hence uEb^] = B^ ,
r
(iii)  B is  a subalgebra of B.
I F
(iv) If  B = RO(X ), then NCp] e B for every p e p.
(v) Put B 0 e Sent (^ )}. Then B = B*"
27
Y
(vi) X(y) e B for every x e M and y e dom x. That is
ç  M ( s ' )
Proof. Straightforward. Use 32(iii)  to show that B^  £ ^Sent (y).
To show (vi) observe that stab(x(y)) o stab(x) n stab(y) e T. □
Finally, the following properties of the x^'s can be easily 
verified .
Let b € B and x,y e M with x f  y.
(i) II Xj^  = 77 x^ 1 e U for every u ltra f i l te r  U with w[u] = U
(ii) b e U ||y^ = ^  1 f U.
(iii)  If  y e X ,  then b e U  ||y^ e TT ^  1 e U.
I I I . l
Locally expressible permutations 
and automorphisms of ^
We recall that permutations of I lead to automorphisms of 
B = RO(X^ ) as follows.
Let o: J a[j] £ I; p: ^ (h 0 a) [ j]  £ I and f : J » X.
Define cs*f : 1 e o'[J en one easily proves the following
(1 ) 0*: X"^  (2 ) (Id/j)* = Id/x* .^
(3) p* o a* = (p o a)* (4) a* o ( o ~ ^ ) *  = Id/x*^
and
28,
(a*)  ^ I f  OrX] e II and p e C(I,X) then
(5) o/dom p = p/dom p -> a* (p) = p* (p) a a*CN[p]] = p*[N[p]].
(6) o*[N[p]] = N[ (a/dom p)*(p)]
(7) o*  : X^  -> X^  is  a homeomorphisrn
Finally, defining (8 ) a**(b) = o*[b] for b e B, we have
(9) o* *  € Aut( ) and for any p,a e II
( 10)  ( p o o ) * *  = p * * o a * * ,
(11) (a ^)**oa** = Id/B and (a**)~^ = (a~^)**.
As usual, we identify a,a* and o * *  and write a for any of them.
Now le t  B = RO(X^ ) and le t  G be the group of permutations of
I. G is  identified as a subgroup of Aut((3). For i  e I , le t
G. = {a e G: o(i) = i}; then G. is  a subgroup of G. Put G = O G.
 ^  ^ i e j  ^
for each f in ite  subset J of I and le t  F be the f i l te r  of subgroups of
G generated by the G^'s; i .e .
F = {L: L e Subgr(G) A (^finite J 5 I)(G^ 5 L).
I t  is  easy to show that F is normal.
If b e B and stab (b) -  Gj, J is  called a support of b.
I t  is  straightforward that i f  J is  a support of b and ^ \ r ^ 2   ^
then o ^ / J  = a^/J Uj^ (b) = a^O^).
Throughout, B,G,Gj,F w ill have these meanings unless otherwise
stated.
34. Definition. Let it e (1^)1. tt is  said to be f in ite ly  locally 
expressible in "Dl or, simply, locally expressible i f  for every 1)1 - f in ite
29
J £. I there are a,n e M such that |= (doma = J) A (domp = J) ,
w/Jg = o_  and T Vjg = n
Clearly, tt is  locally expressible i f f  there are a,ri e M such 
that \= a,n e I.', ir/Jg = (a/J)_ and ir'V jg = (n/J)_.
Let us denote by ^ the set of locally expressible permuations
of
35. Proposition.
(i) ^ is  a subgroup of ( I g ) a n d  t  2 {o_: a e G}.
(ii) Let TT e 8 , b  e B , o 2  ^ G and J^fJ2 he 1)l-finite supports 
of b such that ( a T r / ( J j ^ a n d  (a^/J) = I T . Then o^(b) = ^^(b).
Proof. (i) Straightforward.
(ii) Put J = u J 2 . Then J is  M-finite and there is  a £ G such 
that w/j^. I t  follows that (cJ/j/)_= tt/j^ = (a2^ /J])_and
(^/ J2)~~ *Fhen cr^  (b) = o (b) = (b) . D
p
36. Definition. Let it £ £, p e p and b e B , with stab (b) 2. ,
where J is  -f in ite . By definition 34 there are e M such that
T ,iT £ II (in i l l ) ,  ( t t  /dan p) = iT/(dom p)„ and (n / j)  = ir/jp b p — L J D — L
Define
( i )  n* (p) = (TT /^dom) * (b) . ( i i )  it** (b) = n** (b) .
From (5) a t the beginning of I I I . l  and proposition 35, this 
definition is  sound and i t  is  easy to verify that for any n £ Ô we 
have (1) n* is  an order-isomorphism of P^, (2) i f  p e P (in ÜL), then
p
7T**(N[p]) = N[n*(p)], (3) n** £ Aut ((^  ) and (4) i f  t t  has order N,
3 0 .
so have i t *  and t t * * .
If  a e Aut(ü6 ^), we say that a is  locally expressible i f  a = i t * *  
for some t t  e  £  . We identify t t  and t t * *  and write t t  for both.
Observe that any t t  e  £ w ill not, in general, induce an automorphism 
of the whole of , thus we must re s tr ic t  ourselves to ^  ^. On the
p
other hand, as (fS is  not complete, we do not attempt to work with
B F p
M . Instead, proposition 33 (v) suggests that M will be suitable for
p
our purposes. Finally, i f  U is  an-7?t-generic u ltra f i l te r  in (& , 4TL
p
and ill /U have the same ordinals; as standard models of ZF do not have
p
non-triv ial automorphisms (well known) one sees that ill and /U 
w ill have to be non-standard-
We will not need that AC hold in the ground model. Therefore we 
s ta r t  with a non-standard model ill, = <M,E> of ZF. (We do not yet 
require that M be countable.)
Alternatively, we could consider a standard model i l l  and a non­
generic u ltra f i l te r  U. However this leads to great d iff icu ltie s , e.g.
(cf. proposition 21 and end of chapter II) we would loose control over
r
the ordinals of in  /U and we will not pursue th is alternative further.
Anapolitanos [2] gives a proof based on a standard model. He 
f i r s t  establishes a necessary and sufficient syntactic condition for 
a theory T to have models admitting an automorphism of order N.
More specifically , there is a certain class of sentences of the 
language of T such that T admits an automorphism of order N i f f  
T U is  consistent. Then, working with a countable standard model, 
he proceeds to show that ZF u is  consistent, by showing that
for each s e || s||  ^= 1, where B and F are similar to the ones in
chapter V. The proof uses a technique that resembles that of Cohen [ 6 ],
31.
and
I I I .  2
Construction of a locally expressible 
automorphsim ïï of "tfE where B = RO (X^ ) , 
together with a generic u lt ra f i l te r  U 
such that tt[u] = U.
Let e M be "ÏK-posets and le t  H ^ Z^xPg.
We do not require that H be definable in
Define
a g^ V -jTL 1= a V for a,v e
P  ^ q [= p $ V for p,q e p
E P E
<a,p> <v,q> (a V) A (p q) f o r  < o , p > ,  <V,q> e H,
H w ill have th is meaning until otherwise stated.
Clearly <Z,^g>, <P,^g> and <H,^g> are posets.
We write ind istinctly  for '3 ^ ', '3g' and
37. Definition. (Notations as above.)
Let Q Ç Pg.
Define the ^-closure of Q as
= {p e Pg: (3q e Q)(q  ^ p )}
38. Definition. (Notations as above.)
3 2 .
le t  = projg (G) and G^  = pro j   ^ (G) .
39. Definition. (Notations as above).
Let <o,p> e H and H c %gXPg.
(i) <o,p> is  extendable in H or simply extendable, i f
( ' ^  e Pg) ( p -X (3<a^,p^> e H)((<o^,p^> $ <0,p>) (p^ $ q $ p) ) )
(ii) H is  extendable i f  a ll  i t s  elements are extendable.
( iii)  For each -dense D G P, le t
Yg = {<a,p> e H: (3d e Dg) (p  ^ d )} and
y = {Y^ : \= (D- Ç P is  dense) }.
Let G c H. G is  said to be H-almost-generic. (H-ag) i f  Comp (G) ,
G~ = G and G is  ^-complete.
We recall that
(a) G ^ Pg is  lîl-generic in P, or simply, generic i f
(i ) G — G,
(ii) Comp (G) and
(iii)  G in tersects every dense subset of P (inW- ). More precisely
i f  1= (D E P is  dense) , then G n Dg /  0.
(b) If G is  a generic subset of Pg and <P,^> is  a basis for (S in 7 ï l ,
then U =[x e Bg: (3y e G) (y  ^ x) } is  a generic u ltra f i l te r  in 8^ called
the generic u lt ra f i l te r  associated to G. We have G = U h Pg.
r  r r
Since P £ B , G G. B . Put F = U n B ; then F is  an u lt r a f i l te r
3 3 .
r  r
in B that respects a ll  'sups' in B . Conversely, i f  F is  an 
u lt r a f i l te r  in B^  that respects a ll 'sups' in B ,^ F^ (the ^-closure
of F in B) is  a generic u ltra f i l te r  in B. Thus the notion of genericity
r
naturally re s tr ic ts  to B .
r
40. D efinition. An u lt ra f i l te r  F in B is  said to be generic i f  
F*" is  generic in B.
41. Proposition. Let H be extendable. Then
(i) Yg is  dense in H for each 87l-dense D E P
and if M is countable
(ii) For every <a,p> e H there exists an H-almost generic G E H 
that contains <a,p>;
(iii) for such G, G^  is  a generic subset of P^.
Proof. (i) Let <n, q> £ H and D ç P be dense. Then there exists
6 D with q^   ^ q. As H is  extendable there is  <cr,p> e H with 
<a,p> $ <n,q> and p $ $ q. Now, since p $ q^  ^ e D, <a,p> e Yg.
Thus Yg is  dense in H.
(ii) is  d irec t consequence of Rasiowa-Sikorski' s Lemma.
(iii)  Let G be as in ( i ) . The compatibility and closure of G^  
under  ^ are obvious. Now, le t  D be a dense subset of P in the sense 
o f  •'jfi . We will show that G^  n D^  /  O.
As Yg is  dense in H (from ( i ) ) and G is  H-ag, we have 
G n Yg /  O. Thus, le t  <a,p> e G n Yg. Then p e G^  and p $ d for 
some d e Dg. Thus d e Dg and d e G^. That is  d e G~ n Dg /  O. 0
34,
Now, we recall the comments made on page 15.
Let I,X £ M.
Also, le t  (in tVU )
P= C(I,X) ={p: (dom p £ I) A (ran p S X) A Fin (dora p) ) }.
As i t  is customary, we identify P with N[P], and call i t s  
elenents 'forcing conditions'. (For N[P], see page 14.)
Finally, le t  (in'H î),
Z = {o: Op £ P) (g € (dom p) I ) }.
Then P and £ are 111-posets ordered in f ï i  by 'p '.  We write 
'< ' for ' 2 ' .
I, X, P and E w ill have these meanings u n til otherwise stated. 
Remark.
Clearly we have that ^  and 2  are order-isomorphic to Eg and 
Pg respectively. In th is sense Eg and ^  are interchangeable, as 
are Pg and Therefore H can be considered as a subset of
^  X p^. In future we w ill make free use of th is without further 
reference. In particular, the definitions given at the beginning 
of th is chapter, together with proposition 40 apply when ^  and 2  
are substituted for Eg and Pg respectively.
42. P r o p o s i t i o n
(i) Let F be a generic subset of P. Then
35.
UF: Ig .
(ii) Let H  E _E X and suppose that H is  extendable. 
Let G be an H-ag subset of H. Then
(b) UG ^  e Ig.' and UG ^  is  locally expressible,
Proof.
(i) Since F is  compatible, UF is a function.
Obviously, dcm (UF) E Ig. Suppose that for some i  e Ig
i   ^ dom ( F) . 
i .e .  i  & dom p for every p e F.
Let X be a fixed element of Xg. Put p  ^ = p u{<i,x>} for 
each p e F, and F  ^ = {p^: p e f}.
X
Then F u F is compatible, contradicting,the maximality of F




(b) Since is  a compatible set of permutations of 
subsets of Ig, UG^  is  a permutation. Clearly, UG^  is  locally 
expressible.
We have
dom(UG^ ) £ Ig.
Let i  e Ig.
Then, by (a), i  e don p for some p e G^ .
Hence (3a e G^)(<a,p> e G).
Whence i  e doma ç G^ ,
43. Proposition. I f  no element of H is  extendable, then for 
no H-almost generic G ç H we will have that G^  is  a generic subset 
of P.
Proof. Let G be an H-ag subset of H and p e P. Put D = p\G^.
If  p  ^ D, then p e G^  and there is  <v,q> £ G such that
q 3 p.
As <v,q> is  not extendable, there is  d £ P such that d  ^ q 
and d |  G .^ Hence d  ^ p and d £ D. Whence D is  dense in P. 
Since D n G^  = O, G^  is  not a generic subset of P. □
44. Proposition. Let H be extendable and G be an H-ag subset 
of H.
P u t  TT = UGz
3 7 .
(ii) If  U is  the generic u lt ra f i l te r  in (5  ^ associated 




Construction of automorphisms of
B I
symmetric submodels of -ut , where B = RO(X ),
via locally expressible permutations of Ig
r
In th is chapter we consider two different definitions of M ,
r
and show how to induce automorphisms in M in each case, via locally 
expressible permutations of Ig.
This w ill lead to two constructions of models of ZF with an 
automorphism of order N. These are dealt with in two separate parts 
of th is  chapter (IV.1 and IV.2).
Throughout, definitions 7 and 34, together with proposition 8 , 
must be kept in mind.
We recall that i f  i r  is  an 4% -automorphism of ( 8  ,  t t  induces 
an automorphism t t  of 4 » t  , given by T T x = i < T T  y, t t  ( x  (y) ) ; y € dom x ) ,
for X  e M . I f  TT e G th is definition naturally re s tr ic ts  to .
We shall assume aquaintance with the properties of t t .  (Cf. J. Bell 
[3], Theorem 3.2, p .63).
39,
I V . 1
F irst construction
r
In th is part we work with IVL as given in defin ition 25.
45. Proposition. (In flL. )
Let x ,x ^ ,...,x ^  be a f in ite  sequence of elements of 14^  and le t
J £ I.
We have
(i) I f  stab(x) 2 and 0 ^ , 0 2   ^ II are such that
= O^/Jf
then d^x = o x .
(ii) I f  for any 0 ^ , 0 ^ e II we have 
o^/J = Og/j -X o^x = OgX,
then stab (x) 2  G^ ,.
( iii)  For any a e II ,
stab(x) 2  Gg. stab (ox) 2  j ]  ’
(iv) If  J is  a common support of x ^ ,...,x ^ , and 0 ^ , 0 2   ^ II are such
that
Oj/J = a^/J, 
then for any formula <j) (v^,. .. ,v^) , we have
oJ |(|5 (x^,.. .,x^) II = oJU (x^,...,x^) |.| .
Proof. Assume the hypotheses in each case.
(i) As Oj/J = o^/J,
(o;^ 0 o^)/J = Id/J.
Thus 0 . ^ 0  0 ,  ^ G
and (o^  ^ 0 O2 ) £ stab(x).
4 0 .
As 0 a^) = o we have
(a^x) = (o ; l0 d^jx = o a^) x = x,
Hence a^x = a^x.
(ii) Let o e G .^
Then a / j  = id / j
and Ox = Id/x = x, by hypothesis.
( iii)  (-^ ) Suppose that stab (x) 2 G .^
Let p e
Then p (i) = i  for every i  e o [j],
and p(a(j)) = a(j) for every j e J
so (o"l0 p 0 a) (j) = j for every j e J. 
Therefore (a~^  o p o a )" = o p o a e stab(x) 
i .e .  {o~^ o p 0 d)x = x.
Thus p (dx) = ( p o o ) x  = X.
That is  p € stab(dx).
(-«-) On the other hand, suppose that
stab(dx) 2 ^g[j]*
Then, using the f i r s t  part of the proof.
stab (ox) => G r stab ( (a ^oa)x) o g _i
“ oLJj o ^oo[JJ
stab(x) 2 Gj.
(iv) U tilizing ( i ) , we have
o J| d (Xj , . .  . fx^)|| = II (j) (djX^  , . . .  fO^x )^ II 
=  l i d  ( 0 2 % i  f . ' . ' O g X n ^
— 0^ 11 d (^ 2 / • • • f x )^| 1. 0
41 .
Proposition 45 motivates definition 46, below. In particu lar,
45(i) asserts that (in"W.) the movements performed on elements of 
depend only on the movements performed on their supports.
Throughout the re s t of IV.1, le t  B = RO(X )^, and le t  t t  be a locally 
expressible permutation of Ig such that
= Id/lg  /
with New, N /  O.
46. Definition
r
(i) For each x £ M , le t
= {jg  c  47L 1= ( (J i s  f i n i t e )  A (J Ç i )  a ( s t a b ( x )  3  G ^ ) ) } .
( i i )  L e t
r  r
{ ( J ^ ) g :  X £ M } b e  a  s e l e c t i o n  o f  {S^: x £ M } .
( i i i )  P u t
N
(K ) = U (J ) _ ] ,  f o r  e v e r y  x  £ M^.
^ m =l ^ ^
r  r
T h e r e f o r e  { (K ^)g  = x  £ M } i s  a  s e l e c t i o n  o f  x  e  M } ,  a n d  f o r
e v e r y  x  e  M^, we h a v e  (K ^ )g ]  = (K ^)g  f o r  m e  Z .
r
( i v )  L e t  X £ M . S e t
= { < i , i r ( l ) > :  i  e I d / ( I g \  (K^)g)
and TTX = TT^ (x) .
r
Clearly, ir is  a map of M to i ts e lf .
r
(v) Let Yif'- ' fYn ^  an dU-(fin ite  sequence) of elements of M
Set
n n
(TT ) = { < l , i r ( i ) > :  i  £ U (K ) J u  I d / ( I  \  U (K ) ) .




(i) As TT is  locally expressible in t t  and t t  belong to M for each
X  X  ^
.  r
X  e M .
(ii) T and tt depend on x.
X X
( iii)  The definition of (tt^ ) on Ig\ ( ) g is  merely conventional; i t  
has been adopted by simplicity.
p
If {f^: X e M } is  any family of permutations of Ig which are 
expressible in ^  and such that
f™  = Id/lg and
r
for every x e M , the definition of (n^)_ on Ig\(K^)^ as
( V J i )  = q ( i ) .
would do just as well as that of 46(iv) .
In future we will not distinguish between (t’’^ ) , (K^)g, etc. and 
TT^, K^ , e tc ., respectively.
47. Proposition. For any #1-(fin ite  sequence) y i , . . . , y ^ , z  of elements 
r
of M , and for any formula #(v^, . . . ,v^) ,  we have
 y „‘” ’ =
(ii) tt (y ) = IT (y.), 1 Z i  Z n.
y i , . . . , y n  i  y^
U i i )   y j l * < y i  V l l  =   V l l -
(iv) TT||(()(y^,...,y^)|| = ^y^, . . . ,y  Hd ( ? ! ' ' '
Proof. Assume the hypotheses.
(1) T rivial.
(ii) This is  a d irec t application of proposition 45(i).
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 y j l*  '^1.......... n^> II = W* ..........y j y j ) .......... ( y ./  •  •  •  /  y  nn
=  l l * ' \ ................. y „ , z ‘ h > ....................\ , . ; . , y _ ^ , z ' V > l l
=  \  y  J l ^ ' h . . . . . . . . . . . V l l '
1----------"n
using (ii) in the second line.
( iv)  I f  t| |({)(y , . .  . , y  )||  ^ TT ^ lid (y, f . . . /y„)| |  r then
i  n  y  2  f  « * "  f  y ^  •*- ^
Tr| |d(yi/.../y )|| A T lid (y, f . . .  ,yy,)||* /  o,
J* l i  y  2  f  # « « f  y ^  ^  ^
and for some p € P (in OU ) ,
p  ^Tr||(j) (y .,y  )|| ATT || d (y, / • • • f y ) || * •
■i n  y ^  f  * " "  f  y ^  ■*•
By ( i i i ) , there is  no loss of generality in assuming 
n
UK 2 dom p. 
i=l ^i
Then we have ~
TT p = TT ^™^ (p); m € w. (2)
( 1)
Since it = I d / 1^, (1) gives
T T ^ ^ ' ^ ^ p  | | (J> ( y  .  , y  ) | |  A  ( t t  0  TT ) |  I  d  ( Y j  /  •  •  •  /  y j
X n  y ^  f  " f  X n
Thus T ^ ^ p  lid ( y ^  / . . .  f y ^ ) | | . (3)
Also, using (1), (2) and (i), we have
T T ^ ^ " X ^ p $  (TT 0 T T ) | | d  (y , . . . , y  ) | 1  A  | | ( | )  (y . ,y ) j j
y^f '" '  fY ^  I II i n
which gives









(i) T is  one-one.
(ii) T is  onto.
~ (N)
(iii)  TT^  ^ = Id.
 ^ IU(y w . . . /y„) | |  ^ ^ l d ( y , , . . . / y  )l | .  □
f  * * # f  y  X XI X I i
(iv) TT /  Id.
(v) Tr||(|)(y ,^ . . .,y^) II = || d( "ny ^  f • - . # Try^ )^ |
Proof
(i) Let x,y é M^ .
Then, (proposition 45 ( i ) ), we have
TTX =  TT ( x )  =  TT ( x )  , and 
X  x , y
Try =  % y ( y )  =  % x ^ y ( y )  .
As TT is  one-one, x,y
X  7  ^ y TTX = W (x) 7^  TT (y) = TT(y) 
X,y X,y
J r(il) Let X  £ M .
' r
i  Let z £ M be such that
T T ^ ( Z )  =  X .
Then stab ( t t  ( z )  ) 2  G ,
^  X
and stab(z) 2 G _irr i = G_ (proposition 45( i i i
Thus TT^ (z) = TT^ (z) = X ,  (proposition 45 (i)),  
and X = TTz.
( iii)  T rivial.
) )
45,
T T ^ ^ ^ ( x )  =  X  = Id X  =  X .
X  X
(iv) Trivial.
For example, le t  i  /  j = t t  (i) , and le t  a e X.
Put p = {<i,a>} and q = T ip .
Then q = T ip  = {<j,a>} and we have, (proposition 35(1))
TTX =  X =  X  /  X .
P np q p
(v) ^|d(yi,  — fy )^l| = T , lld(yw------,y )|| (proposition 47 ( i i i))J- n y-  ^f . . .  f i n
=  V ' y p ....................................V
n
As, (proposition 47 ( i i ) ),
(y. ) = tt (y ) , 1 $ i  $ n.
then
(yi / • • • fy„)l| = lid (d ( y , ) , . . . , T T  ( y  ) )
i n y 1 y_ II
(TTy^ ,. .. ,TTy^ ) (definition 46 (iv) ) . Q
Y
TT induces in a natural way an automorphism of 'Tfl /U via 
x^ — >  ( t t x ) ^ .  We show next that such a definition is  possible i f  and 
only i f  tt[U] = U.
49. Proposition. The following conditions are equivalent
(i) TT[U] = U.
(ii) x^ = y^ -> (ttx)^ =  (T ry )  ^  for every x, y e
Proof. (i) -> (ii) tr iv ia l.
(ii) ^ (i).  Assume (ii) , that is  ||x = y|| e U - ^ | | t t x  =  T r y || e u
r
for every x,y e M .
4 6 .
r
Let a e U. By proposition 32 ( iii)  there are x,y e M such that
a = | | x  = y[[eU.  I t  follows that
Tr(a) = -nj|x = y|| = | | t t x  = 7ry|| e U.
Therefore Ü E'îtCu] and U = ttCu], since w[U] is  also an u ltra f i l te r .  □
Our task would be completed i f  we could obtain x,G and <cr,p> 
satisfying the conditions (I) of proposition 50, below. This is  done in 
chapter V, while propositions 50-2 show that such a task is impossible 
i f  H is  definable in 17I. We recall the meanings of H,P and E (pp.31^34)»
50. Proposition. Let H be definable in dll and extendable. Also, le t  
X e M.
Let d(y) be the formula of ^
r
3a(y e M a (3<a,p> £ H) ((stab(y) 2 G, ) a
a dom p
(Vp £ I!) (p/dom p = a/dom p ->Comp(p,||y = pyl|)))).
Then the following conditions are equivalent, 
r
(I) X £ M and there are G, <a,p> such that
(i) G is  an H-almost generic subset of H,
( i i )  <a,p> £ G and
( i i i )  s t a b  (x) 2  G^^  ^ ^ a | |x  /  ttx|| £ U, where
U — Gp and w — UG ^ .
(II) h dCx].
Proof. (I) ( I I ) . Suppose (I ) ; then, tr iv ia lly  we have




"dTV h P £ 11 A p/dom p = a/dom p.
We show that
f= Comp (p, ||x /  px||) .
For, since stab(x) r> g, ,
~ dom p
px = TTX and
||x /  7Tx|| = ||x /  px|| e U.
As p e U, then
"TfV h Comp(p, IIX /  px||) . I
(II) (I) .
Assume ( I I ) .
Let X e M be su ch  t h a t  dTt |= dCxJ
Then, (working in V with the replicas of the notions in dit), for 
some <v,q> e H we have
stab(x) 2 G- anddom q
p/dom q = v/dom q ->■ Comp (q, ||x /  px||)
for every p e I I , (more precisely: for every p_ e (Ig)'., that is  the
replica of some p such that dytj= p e I I ) .
Let p e II be such that
py/3om q = v/3om q.
Then Comp(q, || x /  P x||) .
Thus, le t  q '  ^ q A || X /  Px||.
Since H is  extendable, there is
<a, pf> € H such that
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<CJ ,  ^ <v, q> and
P 3 q'  2 q.
As stab(x) 3 G ^  ,
-  dom q
stab(x) 3 G _
dom p
Again, as H is  extendable, we use propositions 41,2 to obtain
(i) an H - a g  subset G of H such that
(ii) <a,p> £ G
 ^ n
U = g; is  generic in (fB and
TT = UGg 2 ^ •
As TTX = px and p £ U and p ^ q ' .5 q A [|x /  px [|, we conclude
(iii)  llx /  TTxII e U. □
51. Proposition. Let H, d(x) be as in  proposition 50, 
Then
"TkL 1= (Vx £ M^)(—id (x )  ) .
Proof. Let x £ M and suppose that
dit (= (Vy £ dom x) (njp (y) )
I
I f  dvth dCx],
then, by proposition 50, there ^re
(i) an H-ag G Ç H,
(ii) <d,p> € H such that <^,p> eG, and
(iii)  stab(x) 2 dom p and
Claim
I I y 5^ Try II £ U for some y e 
For, since
( 1)
^ irx|| e U, where U = and ir = UG^
dom X
4 9 .
| | x  /  ïïx| |  = V [ x ( y )  A A (tt(x (2) ) * V IIttz /  y ||) ] 
ygdom X zedom x
V [7T(x(y)) A A (x(z)* V II z /  Try ||)1 , 
yedom x zedom x
then, i f  |[x /  nx|| e U, by the genericity of U, we have that for some 
y e dom x
x(y) A A (7t(x(z))* V ||TTZ /  y[|) e U, or 
zedom x
TT(x(y)) A A ( x ( z ) *  V | | z  /  T r y ||) e u .  
zedom x
In particu lar
x ( y )  A ( T r ( x ( y ) ) *  v ||-rry /  y ||)e U or
TT (x (y) ) A (x (y) ) * V IIy  ^ Try IPe u.
As x ( y )  e U TT (x (y) ) e u , (ttCu] = U), then 
x ( y )  A TT(x(y))* = O = TT(x(y)) a x ( y ) * ,  and | |y  /  rry ||  ^ U. This proves 
the claim.
Going back to the proof, le t  
stab(y) 2 G^  and le t  
q P A | |y  /  Try || be such that
dom q 2  J u dom p.
As H is  extendable, there exists 
<ai,Pi> e H such that 
<Cj,p^>  ^ <a,p> and t  q p.
Again, as H is  extendable, there is
(i) a generic G' £  H, such that
(ii) < a ^ / P e  G '. -  
Let U' = g;^ .
5 0 .
As dom 2  dom q,
dom Pi 2 J (2)
As Pi e G', p  ^ e U'. (3)
Now, (2) and (3) give
(ill)  stab(y) o g_ and
-  dom p^
y ^  I I  e U' , where
U ' — Gp and TT — UG^.
Proposition 50 gives 
-7 r i \ =  ip[yj.
Then |= (3y e dom x)^(y), contradicting (1). We conclude
Therefore
1= (Vy e dom x) (y )  -»■ —iiIj (x) ) .
r
Finally, the induction principle for 'Tyi implies
"fJt h (Vx e M^) —Ilf; (x) . □
Remark. The proof of proposition, 51 can be given (apart from the mention
of G) entirely  i n s i d e b y  induction on 'd c dom x ',  by 're flec ting '
inside "tVt the conditions (I) of proposition 50.
52. Proposition. I f  H is  definable in and extendable then there
r
is  no X € M that meets the conditions (I) of proposition 50.
Proof. Immediate, froa proposition 51.
51
Proposition 52 can be generalised as follows.
53. Proposition. Let H' ^ E x p  be definable in and extendable.
Let H be a dense extendable subclass of H'. (We make no assumption 
as to whether H is  definable in .)
r
Then there are no x e M , <a,p> e H and G 5 H such that
(i) G is  H-ag in H,
(ii) <o,p> e G and
(iii)  stab(x) 2 G_ a 11 x = ttxII e U, where
dom p
U = Gp and tt =UG^.
Proof. Assume the hypotheses and le t  G be an H-ag subset of H.
Claim. G" is  an H'-ag subset of H '.
Proof of claim.
Let D Ç P be dense,
put = {<a,p> 6 H': (3d e D^ ) (p  ^ d )}
and Y = n H.
Then Y = {<G,p> € H: (3d e D^)(p  ^ d)}.
As G is  H-ag, then G n Y  ^ 0. 
Thus G^  n Y^  O.
r
Now, i f  X e M , <a,p> e H and G ç h met the conditions ( i ) - ( i i i )  
above, then x, <a,p> and G*" would satisfy  condition (I) of proposition 
50, with G^  in the place of G, which is  impossible (proposition 52).
□
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I V . 2
S e c o n d  c o n s t r u c t i o n
I n  t h i s  p a r t  o f  c h a p t e r  IV , w e w ork  w i t h  "ffL d e f i n e d  a s  f o l l o w s
( i )  STAB (x ) = (a  e G: | | 5 x  = x | |  = l ) , f o r  x  e M .
p
( i i )  ?TL a s  i n  d e f i n i t i o n  2 5 ,  b u t  w i t h  'STA B' i n s t e a d  o f  ' s t a b ' .
5 4 .  P r o p o s i t i o n . A l l  t h e  c o n t e n t s  fro m  p r o p o s i t i o n  27 t o  t h e  e n d  o f  
c h a p t e r  I I I ,  c o n t i n u e  t o  a p p ly  w h en  ' s t a b '  i s  r e p l a c e d  b y  'S T A B '. D
55  . P r o p o s i t i o n  ( C f .  p r o p o s i t i o n  4 5 ) .
L e t  x , X i , . . . , x ^  b e  a n  ( f i n i t e  s e q u e n c e )  o f  e l e m e n t s  o f  M^, 
an d  l e t ,  ( in / % 2 ) ,  J  Ç I .
We h a v e ,  ( i n ) ,
( i )  I f  ST A B (x) 2  G j ,  a n d  ^ 1 , ^ 2  ^  ^ s u c h  t h a t
t h e n  ||cr^x = a ^ x ll = 1 .
( i i )  I f  f o r  a n y  ^ ^ 1^ 2  ^  we h a v e
oj"J = G2/J ||àjX = à x^ll = 1,
ST A B (x) 2 G j .t h e n
( i i i )  F o r  a n y  o e  I I ,
ST A B (x) 2  G j  STAB (Gx) o.
( i v )  I f  J  i s  a  common s u p p o r t  o f  X j , . . . , x ^ ,  an d  i f  ^ i > ^ 2  
s u c h  t h a t
cTiAi = 0 2 ^J
e  I 1 a r e
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C '
then, for any formula c|)(v , v )^ , we have
a i | | < t )  ( x ^ ,  . . .  , x ^ )  II =  o y | # ( x ^ , . . .  , x ^ )  I I .
Proof. Assume the hypotheses in each case
(i) We have
(0 -1  0 O j ) / j  = i d / j .
i . e .  o, e Gj
Therefore || o 5^)x = x|| = 1, and
ajj (Ogl 0 G^ix = X|| = II (g  ^0 0 G^)x = x|| = IIg^x = X|| = 1
( i i )  L e t  G e G ^.
T h en  g/ ' J  = I d / j
a n d  IIGX = I d  x | |  = 1 = | |5 x  = x | |  b y  h y p o t h e s i s .
T h u s CJ € STAB (x ) .
( i i i )  (^) S u p p o s e  t h a t  STAB (x) 2  G j .
Let p e .
T h en  P ( i )  = i  f o r  e v e r y  i  e g[ j ] ,
a n d  p ( a ( j ) )  = a ( j )  f o r  e v e r y  j  e J .
S o  ( G " l0 p 0 G) ( j )  = j  f o r  e v e r y  j  € J
T h e r e f o r e  (a ”  ^ o p o g ) = o p o à  e S T A B ( x ) .
I . e . ,  II (o " l  0 p 0 G )x  = x | |  = 1 .
T h u s II p (a x )  =  Gxl l  = II (p 0 G ) x  = G x || = 1 .
T h a t  i s  p e STAB (a x )  .
(■<-) On t h e  o t h e r  h a n d , s u p p o s e  t h a t
STAB(5x) 2,
U s in g  t h e  f i r s t  p a r t  o f  t h e  p r o o f ,  we h a v e  
stab(5x) 2 g^|-j3 ->■ s ta b ( (5 -1o5)x )  2 V I q o C j ]  '  ‘^ j
-> ST A B (x) p  G j .
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( i v )  A p p ly in g  ( i ) ,  we h a v e
aJ|(J) (x ,  , . . .  , x _ )  II = | U  ( a . x ,  x _ )
(a^x  ^I  « «  « fGgX^ )
a j |( j)  ( x j , . . .  , x _ )  | | .  □
n
r
Our d e f i n i t i o n  o f  a n  a u to m o r p h is m  i t  o f  M v i a  a  l o c a l l y  e x p r e s s i b l e  
b i j e c t i o n  t t  o f  1 ^ , w i l l  r e l y ,  a s  i n  I V . 1 ,  o n  t h e  w ay i n  w h ic h  t t  a c t s
r
o n  t h e  e l e m e n t s  o f  a  s u p p o r t  o f  x ,  f o r  e a c h  x  e M .
H o w e v e r , fro m  t h e  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  S T A B ( x ) ,  o n e  s e e s  t h a t  t h e  im a g e
r
o f  an  e l e m e n t  x  e  M u n d e r  t t ,  u n l i k e  t h e  s i t u a t i o n  i n  I V . 1 ,  w i l l  d e p e n d  
o n  t h e  s u p p o r t  o f  x  o n e  c h o o s e s :  I n  g e n e r a l ,  tw o  d i f f e r e n t  s u p p o r t s
w i l l  p r o d u c e  tw o  d i f f e r e n t  im a g e s  o f  x .  (H o w e v e r , a c c o r d i n g  t o  5 5  ( i ) ,
r
t h o s e  im a g e s  a r e  i d e n t i c a l  i n  '7ï\ ) .
T h e f a c t  t h a t ,  i n  g e n e r a l ,  t h e r e  i s  a  v a s t  . a v a i l a b i l i t y  o f  s u p p o r t s
r
f o r  a  g i v e n  e l e m e n t  o f  M , m a k es i t  d i f f i c u l t  t o  c o n t r o l  t h e i r  
p r o p e r t i e s  s o  t h a t  t h e  f i n a l  t t  i s  o n e - o n e  a n d  o n t o .
T h is  f o r c e s  u s  t o  g o  t h r o u g h  a  p r o c e s s  o f  s e l e c t i o n  o f  t h e  s u p p o r t s  
a v a i l a b l e ,  s o  t h a t  t h e i r  v a r i e t y  i s  r e d u c e d  t o  a  c o n t r o l l a b l e  m inum um . 
T h a t  i s  t h e  a im  o f  d e f i n i t i o n  5 6 ,  b e lo w .
T h r o u g h o u t  t h e  r e s t  o f  IV , l e t  t t  b e  a  l o c a l l y  e x p r e s s i b l e  
p e r m u t a t io n  o f  1^ s u c h  t h a t
= I d / ' l g  ^ n , N E w, N ^ 0 .
5 6 .  D e f i n i t i o n . L e t
( i )  S = { j g :  "9%(= J  i s  a  f i n i t e  s u p p o r t  o f  x ) ,  f o r  x  e M^.
r
( i i )  {x ^ : i  € w} b e  a n  e n u m e r a t io n  o f  t h e  e l e m e n t s  o f  M , ( w i t h
i  ^ j  +  x^ ^ X j ) .
( i i i )  < ( J  ) : i  e oj> b e  a n  i n c r e a s i n g  s e l e c t i o n  o f  p a i r w i s e  d i f f e r e n t
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e l e m e n t s  o f  {Sj^ : i  e w } . (1 < j  ( J . )  Ç ( J . )  ) .^  1  E  f  ]  E
N
( i v )  (K ) = U n  ™ [ ( J . )  ] ,  f o r  e a c h  i  e w .
 ^ ® m =l ^ ®
(v) Dg = {x e M :^ (Kg)g e S ^ } .
V l  = <Ve  ^ V  <<We  ^ Sx'}' " ' “•
1=0
5 7 .  P r o p o s i t i o n .
( i )  n ^ " ^ [ ( K ^ ) g ]  = ( K_ ) g  f o r  e v e r y  i  e w a n d  n e Z ,
( i i )  S T A B ( p x . )  2 G , f o r  e v e r y  i  e w ,  
1 K.
a n d  e v e r y  ^ - p e r m u t a t i o n  p o f  I  s u c h  t h a t  
p / k .  = x / ' k , .
( i i i )  m n D n D = 0  f o r  e v e r y  m ,n  e w . m n
( i v )  F o r  e v e r y  m ,n  e w , w i t h  m < n .
='m ^ °n-
(v )  F o r  e v e r y  n e w ,  t h e r e  i s  (a  u n iq u e )  m ^ n s u c h  t h a t
X e D . n m
( T h e r e f o r e ,  f o r  e a c h  x  e , t h e r e  i s  a  u n iq u e  m e w  s u c h  t h a t
P r o o f .
( i )  D e f i n i t i o n  56  ( i v ) .
( i i )  P r o p o s i t i o n  55  ( i i i ) .
( i i i )  F i r s t ,  w e t r i v i a l l y  h a v e  O ^ n  ^  n D^ = 0  f o r  e v e r y  n > O. 
Now, l e t  m ,n  > O.
W ith  n o l o s s  o f  g e n e r a l i t y ,  a s s u m e  t h a t  m < n .
5 6 .
T h e n , i f x e D  n D , ( x e M ) ,  
m n
m -1 ii-jL.




B u t  t h i s  i m p l i e s  ( ( K ) _ e S )  a ( ( K ) „  i s ) ,  a c o n t r a d i c t i o n .
m E X m E  ^ X
( i v )  D i r e c t  fro m  d e f i n i t i o n  5 6 .
(v ) (a )  Xq € Dq .
(b) S u p p o s e ,  f i r s t ,  t h a t  x ^  e D ^. T h en
A ((K.)^ 4 )
1=0 n
T h e r e f o r e  x ^  |  D^ f o r  e v e r y  m < n ,  an d  (v ) f o l l o w s  i n  t h i s  c a s e .  
Now, s u p p o s e  t h a t  x ^  i  D ^. T h en  
n —1
A ((K.)g 4 ) A ((KJg c  ) ] .
i = 0  n  , n
E q u i v a l e n t l y ,
.V ((Ve  ^ ( (Ve )• •
1=0 n n
I f  Kn e S t h e n  x  e D u , an d  x  i  D f o r  a n y  m > O, ( fr o m  ( i i i ) ) u X n u n m
n
I f  Kq i  S , l e t  m b e  t h e  f i r s t  ( n a t u r a l  l e s s  o r  e q u a l  th a n )
n
n ,  s u c h  t h a t  (K ^)g e S
n
T h en  x  e D a n d  x  |  D f o r  a n y  s  > m. n ra n  ^ s □
5 8 .  D e f i n i t i o n .  ( C f .  d e f i n i t i o n  4 6 )  .
L e t  X 6 M .
( i )  ( C f .  p r o p o s i t i o n  5 7 ( v ) ) .  L e t  s ( x )
x  e D . . (T h u s x  c D , . f o r  e v e r y  x  € M 
1 s ( x )
A l s o ,  s e t
( i i )  ( 1 T^ ) _  =  { < i , 7 T ( i ) > :  i e  <Ks ( x ) > e }
( i i i )  TTx =  n ^ ^ x )  .
C l e a r l y ,  w i s  a  map o f  t o  i t s e l i f .  
F i n a l l y ,
= t h e  u n iq u e  i  c  w s u c h  t h a t  
) .
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R em ark s
( i )  D e f i n i t i o n  58  c a n  b e  g i v e n  i n  p l a c e  o f  d e f i n i t i o n  4 6 ;  i n  w h ic h  
c a s e ,  a l l  t h e  r e s u l t s  o f  I V . 1 c o n t i n u e  t o  h o l d .  H o w e v e r , t h e  c o n v e r s e  
i s  n o t  t r u e .
( i i )  A s TT i s  l o c a l l y  e x p r e s s i b l e  i n  7)%, tt^  an d  tt^  b e lo n g  t o  M, f o r  e a c h
r
X e M .
( i i i )  O th e r  t h i n g s  b e i n g  e q u a l ,  tt^  d e p e n d s  o n  x .
r
( i v )  TT d e p e n d s  o n  t h e  e n u m e r a t io n  o f  t h e  e l e m e n t s  o f  M , ( d e f i n i t i o n
r
56  ( i i ) ) ,  a n d  o n  t h e  s e l e c t i o n  o f  t h e  s u p p o r t s  o f  t h e  e l e m e n t s  o f  M ,
( d e f i n i t i o n  5 6 ,  ( i i i ) , ( i v ) ) .
(v ) T h e d e f i n i t i o n  o f  ( tt ) o n  I „ \ ( K  , , ) „  i s  m e r e ly  c o n v e n t i o n a l ;X -  E ' s i x )  E
i t  h a s  b e e n  a d o p t e d  b y  s i m p l i c i t y .
p
I f  { f ^ :  X £ M } i s  a n y  f a m i l y  o f  p e r m u t a t io n s  o f  I g  w h ic h  a r e
p
e x p r e s s i b l e  i n  771 an d  s u c h  t h a t  f o r  e v e r y  x   ^ M
a n d  f x / ( K s ( x , ) E  =
t h e  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  ( tt^ ) _  o n  I g / ' a s  
(TT^)_( i )  =  f ^ ( i )  , 
w o u ld  d o  j u s t  a s  w e l l  a s  t h e  o n e  g i v e n  i n  5 8 ( i i ) .
I n  f u t u r e  w e w i l l  n o t  d i s t i n g u i s h  e i t h e r  b e t w e e n  (TT^ ) _  a n d  tt^ ;  
 y „ > -   y „ '  ' V e  ■'x-
5 9 .  P r o p o s i t i o n . F o r  a n y  7 ) 1 - ( f i n i t e  s e q u e n c e )  y 2, . . . , y ^ , z  o f  e l e m e n t s  
r
o f  M , a n d  f o r  a n y  f o r m u la  <(’ ( v ^ , . . . ,  v^ ) , w e h a v e
58
( i i )  | U  „  ( y .  )  =  T T  ( y .  )  I I  =  1 ,  1  f  i  3  n .
V l  y j l ^ ' V  V l l  “ V l  y „ J I ^ < V  V ' l l -
( i v )  ir ||( ( i(y ^ .............y ^ )|!  ”  V i , . . . , y
P r o o f . A ssu m e t h e  h y p o t h e s e s .
( i )  T r i v i a l .
( i i )  T h i s  i s  a  d i r e c t  a p p l i c a t i o n  o f  p r o p o s i t i o n  55 ( i ) .
( i i i )  S u p p o s e  t h a t
TT||*(y , . . . , y  )|| I U ( y , . . . . , y  ) | l .i 11 2 • • • 9 J- 11
T h en
(y,  / • • .  ry )|| Ai r  „  l U (y,  r . . . , y  ) | l* o ,
1 11 y  2 f f ^
a n d  f o r  som e p  e P ( i n  9 9 t)  we h a v e
P tt||(î. (y , . . . , y  )|| A TT  ^ „ I U ( y ; / - - - / y _ ) | | * .  (1)
1 n y  2 y " " " f y^ “
By ( i i i ) , t h e r e  i s  n o  l o s s  o f  g e n e r a l i t y  i n  a s s u m in g  t h a t
U K ,  , o dom p. 
i = i  ■
Then we have
n^^p = T (p), for me w.  (2 )
S i n c e  tt = I d / ' l g ,  (1) g i v e s
TT^*^"^^p ^ ||(J)(y , . . . , y  )| |  A (TT^^^^OTT ) || <l> ( y  ^  , • • • , y  ) jj * ,
i  n   ^ ii
a n d  tt  ^^p $ ||4» ( y ^ , . . .  , y ^ ) | |  . (3)
A l s o ,  u s i n g  (1), (2) a n d  (i) ,
T T  ^  ( T T  ( H ^ l ) o n ) H * ( y  , . . . , y  ) H  a  j |  ( j >  ( y  , . . .  , y  )
y 2 f " ' ' f y ^  y V f ' ' ' f y .   ^  ^ “
T h u s , ( u s i n g  (2)),
59,
 ^ Ik (y^,. ..,y^) II*,
C o n t r a d i c t i n g  ( 3 ) .  
We c o n c l u d e  t h a t
TTlk(yi/.-.,y ) IN tt Ik(y^/. . .ry ) ||.11 Y j , . . . ,  X n
Similarly, we prove
T ^ Ik^yj/---^y )|l < Tr||(j)(y , . . . , y  ) II,y / • • • / y ^  J- 11 1 11
and (iv) follows. □
60. Proposition. ,
r
(i) TTX e ^s(x)' every x e M .
(ii) IT is  one-one.
(iii) TT is onto.
(iv) = Id.
(v) n  ^ Id.
For any formula #(v^ ,.. . ,y^), and for a n y ( f i n i t e  sequence)
r
^l'***'^n elements of M ,
(vi) TT|k(y^... ./y^)|| = |k(Tiy^#.. .,7Ty^)||.
Proof.
(i) Let X  e M^ .
(a) If  s(x) = O, then STAB (X) o G and
*-0
(proposition 55 (iii)  ), STAB (it (x) ) o g i  ~  •
X - TT^LKgJ Kq
Thus X € Dq.
(b) If  s(x) > O,
s(x) - 1
A (STAB (x) ^G ) A (STAB (x) o G ) .
i = 0  i  s (x)
Therefore, (proposition 55 ( i i i ) ),
6 0 ,
s  (x ) - 1
^ (STAB (f ( x ) )  ^  G A (STAB(n (%))  = G i)
1 = 0  V ^ K . ]  K  -  " x C K s i x , ]
A s <K^: i  e w> i s  i n c r e a s i n g ,  ( d e f i n i t i o n  5 6 ( i v ) ) .
TT [K.  ]  = K. 1 2 i  2  s ( x )X I  i
T h u s
s(x) - 1
A (STAB(tt (x ))  è  G„ ) a (STAB(tt (x) ) p G„ ) .  
i=0 \  s (X)
This is  TTX = T (x) e D , , .
X s (x)
r
(ii) Let x,y e M , with x ^ y.
(a) Suppose s (x) = s (y) .
Then tt^  = tt^ , (definition 58 ( i i ) ) ,  
and TTX = tt^ (x) = n^(x) n^(y) = Try.
(b) Suppose s(x)  ^s (y).
Then D . . n D = O, (proposition 5 7 ( ii i) ) .
s vx; s (y) X.
As TTX e °s(x) T^id TTy € (by ( i) ) ,  we have rfx ^ Try
r
(iii)  Let x e M .
P u t  y  = ( t t ~  ) X .-1  
X
U s in g  p r o p o s i t i o n  5 5 ( i i i ) ,  o n e  p r o v e s  a s  i n  ( i )  t h a t
y "  » s ( x )  '
. H e n c e  tt = ir
y  X
a n d  Try = TTy(y) = r r ^ (y ) -  x .
( i v )  T r i v i a l .  O b s e r v e  t h a t  i f  rfx = y ,  tt^  = TTy.
(v ) T r i v i a l .  F o r  e x a m p le ,  l e t  i  ^  j  = n ( i ) ,  a n d  l e t  a  € X
P u t  p  = { < i , a > }  a n d  q  = { < ] , & > } .
T h en  q  = Tip, a n d  w e h a v e ,  ( p r o p o s i t i o n  35  ( i ) ) .
TTX =  X =  X X  .
p  TTp q  p
( v i )  We h a v e
6 1 .
T l^k ( y ,  / . .  . /Y  )|l = tt l k ( y , / - - * / y  ) l| ( p r o p o s i t i o n  5 9 ( i v ) )n Y ^ , i  n
= H* ("y,..........................................\  yn'^n'lN-
As  ( y  ) =  ir ( y . )  Il = 1 , 1 3 i  3 n ,  ( p r o p o s i t i o n  5 9  ( i i ) ) ,
y i , . . . , y ^  r  y^ 1
we h a v e ,  ( d e f i n i t i o n  5 8  ( i i i ) ) .
T i^k ( y ^ / . . .  = lk(TT ( y \ ) , . . . , n  ( y ^ ) )
1 n
= Ik (^y%, • • -k y^ )  ||. □
6 1 .  P r o p o s i t i o n . P r o p o s i t i o n s  4 9 - 5 3  c o n t i n u e  t o  h o ld  w hen  ' s t a b '  i s




M odels o f  ZF w ith  
automorphisms o f  order N
In this chapter, in order to obtain the desired models, we select 
specific X, I, H and G in order to obtain x ,  tt and U such that 
| |x  ^ TTx|| e u.
O b v i o u s l y  f o r  s u c h  an  x,  i f  x e M ^ ,  c( m u s t  b e a  n o n - s t a n d a r d  o r d i n a l  
o f  , while propositions 52 and 53 te l l  us that H must not be 
definable in97t and not be a dense subclass of an H' that is  extendable 
and definable in 771. This will be avoided by an appropriate choice of 
G G Subgrd'.) . The rest will be accounted for, on the one hand, along 
the lines of IV.1, and on the other hand, along the lines of IV.2.
(For the f i r s t ,  cf. propositions/definitions 39,40,41,43,44 and 45-8. 
For the second, of. propositions/definitions 39,40,41,43,44 and 55-60).
V.l
Preliminary material
Let TyU = <M,E> be a countable w-non-standard model of ZF, 
Let K be a non-standard i7L“ (natural number).
K" will be kept fixed throughout this chapter.
Let (in7?l)
I  =  ÜJ X Ü) X (k + 1 )  .
X = 2.
P = C(I,2)
B = RO(X^ ) = R0(2^).
63
In the sequel, 771^  (9 , i ,  x ,  P and k will have the meanings 
stated above.
62. Definition. (In7%. ).
_ , /  I \K+1Let <Pq  -----,p^> e (col )
<Pq, . . . , P ^ >  in d u ces a perm utation
P = <pg,...,p^> of I, given by
p<i,j,0> = <pg, .. .,p^>^ (<i, j,0>)
= < i,p g (j) ,0 >; i , j e c o  
p<i,j,h> = <pQ, . . .  ,p^>  ^ (<i, j,h>)
= <P^_^(i),P^(j),h>; i,j e 0); h * c.
To simplify notations we will write p for any of the p ^ , . . . ,p  ,p, 
unless the distinction between them needs to be made explicit.
Following definition 62, we tr iv ia l ly  have
63. Proposition
pj^^ = Id/o), O 3 i  3 K + p^^  ^ = I d / l g .  □
64. Definition. (In 7?l. c f . definition 62) .
(i) Let A = {<pQ , . . .  ,p^> : (p  ^ ew .') /\ (p = I d /  w), O 3  i  3 <}
(ii) Let G = { x x e A}
= {p e I: : <pQ,.... ,P^> € A}
(iii) For each <i,j,h> e I
put Gj ^ = {p 6 G: Pj^(j) = ]} f
and G = {p € G: p<i,j,h> = <i,j,h>}.
I  / 3 / h>
C l e a r l y  w e  h a v e  °  i, h -1  °  j . h  a n d
G < i , j , h >  -  G j , h  e v e r y  i  4
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(iv) For every f in ite
J = {<j ,/h <j ,h >}c w X (K+1), set




(v) For every f in ite  K c i ,  put
neK
65. Definition. (In 971)
' r = {L: L £ Subgr(G) a (3 fin ite  J Ç w x (k+1)) (G  ^ E L) }.
6 6 . P r o p o s i t i o n .
( i )  G i s  a  s u b g r o u p  o f  I I
( i i )  r  i s  a  n o r m a l f i l t e r  o f  s u b g r o u p s  o f  G . 0
67. D e f i n i t i o n .
( i )  ( I n  7)2 ) . L e t  p  e P . We s a y  t h a t  p  i s  f u l l  i f  f o r  e v e r y  m, n, 
i , j £ w, a n d  h  € k+1 , we h a v e
( < i , j , h >  £ dom p)  A ( < n , m , h >  cd om  p -»• ( < i , m , h >  ed om  p> A (< n , j , h >  ed om  p )
( i i )  ( I n T U ) .
E = {a :  ( 3p e G) (3p  e p) ( a  = p /* dom p  a a  £ (dom p ) 1 } .
( i i i )
H = { < a ,p >  c EXP: (p  i s  f u l l )  A (ap = p ) A (V i £ I )  ( o ( i ) ^ i  -+
p r o j ^ ( i )  i s  n o n - s t a n d a r d ) } .
R em ark . O b s e r v e  t h a t  i f  771 i s  s t a n d a r d ,
< G , p >  e H a  = Id / dom p .
6 5 .
H e n c e  "?)7is s t a n d a r d  H e M.
I n  t h e  p r o o f  o f  6 8 ,  b e lo w ,  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  d e f i n i t i o n  w i l l  b e  u s e d .
L e t  ( i n  7 ) 1 ) ,  r  e C ( I , 2 ) ,  X c  dom r  a n d  6 e ( o , l } .
D e f in e
r ( X / S >  = r '
a s  t h e  f o r c i n g  c o n d i t i o n  t h a t  r e s u l t s  fro m  r  w hen  r ( Y )  i s  m ade t o  b e  ô 
f o r  e v e r y  Y e X a n d  e v e r y t h i n g  e l s e  r e m a in s  u n c h a n g e d .  I . e . ,  f o r  e v e r y  
< x , y , z >  e dom r ,
r ' < x , y , z >  =  5 , i f  < x , y , z >  £ X
r ' < x , y , z >  = r < x , y , z > ,  o t h e r w i s e .
6 8 .  P r o p o s i t i o n . (C oh en  [ 6 ] ) .
H i s  e x t e n d a b l e .
P r o o f . L e t  < G , p >  e H,  a n d  l e t  q  3 p .
We p r o v e  b y  i n d u c t i o n  o n  t h e  n um ber o f  e x t r a  e l e m e n t s  o f  q ,  t h a t
t h e r e  e x i s t s  < P , r >  s u c h  t h a t
( I )  . L e t
< p , r >  € H,  < p , r >  ^ < a , p > ,  a n d  r  3 q  S p .
q  = p  u { < < a g , b g ,  j>, 6> }|, w h e r e  <S e {o,l)
( * )
L e t ,  ( s e e  d e f i n i t i o n  6 3 ) ,
dom Oj_2 = O ^ i  ^
dom a .  ,  =  { h .  : O 3 i  3  
3-1 1
dom a .  =  { k .  : O 3  i  < 
3 —i
dom = { ic ^ :  O < i  ^
s } ,
t ) ,
u }  a n d  
v } .
6 6 .
w h e r e  s , t , u , v  a r e  T T l - ( n a t u r a l  n u m b e r s ) .
L e t  a ^ , . . . , a ^  b e  p a i r w i s e  d i f f e r e n t ' ^ L - ( n a t u r a l  n u m b e rs)  s u c h
that
a^ 4 dom 0  $ i  3 N .
Similarly, l e t  b ^ , . . . ,b ^  be pairwise different 7)1-(natural numbers) 
such that
b^  ^ dom a y  O 3 i  s  N .
O b s e r v in g  t h a t  t h e  c a s e
a. £ dom a . _ ,  b„ £ dom a . u ] - l  u ]
i s  r u l e d  o u t ,  s i n c e  < < a g , b ^ , j > , 6 >   ^ p  a n d  p  i s  f u l l ,  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  
c a s e s  a r e  p o s s i b l e .
( i )  ag  £ dom o y b ^   ^ dom O y
( i i )  a^ I  dom o v b g  £ dom a ^ . '■
( i i i )  a^  ^dom O j _ ^ ,  b^  ^ dom o ^ .
C a se  ( i )
F i r s t ,  we e x t e n d  q  t o  b e  f u l l :
P u t
u  V
q '  =  p  U U { < < k ^ , b Q , j > , 6 > }  U U { < < b Q , k ^ , j > , 6 > }  
i = 0  i = 0
T h en  q '  i s  f u l l  a n d  q ' <  q .
D e f i n e
p = a  Ü ( < b Q , b i > , . . . , < b ^ _ ^ , t y > , < b ^ , b g > } ,  an d
r  =  q '  U U  U  { « p  (k ^ ) ,p  ( b j | ) , j > , 5 > }
m=l  i = 0
N V . . . .
U U U { < < p ( * ' ( b  ) , p l * ' ( k  ) , j + l > , 6 > } .  
m=l  i = 0
67,
Then one verifies that <p,r> sa tisf ies  (*). 
Case (ii)
Symmetric to ( i ) .
Case (iii)
Again, we extend q to be fu ll:
Put
q ’ = p  u U { < < h . , a  , j - 2 > , 6 > }  u U { « a  , h . , j - l > , 6 > }  
i = 0  0 1 = 0
u V
u U { « k ^ , b Q ,  j > , 6 > }  u U {< < b Q ,k ^ , j + l > ,  6 > }  
i = 0  i =0
Then q' is  fu ll and q'  ^ q.
Define
p = 0  u { < a „ , a j > , . . . ,< a ^ _ ^ ,a j j > , .< a |^ , a g > }
N s
r = q '  u U U { « p  ^  ( h . ) , p  ^  (a ) , j - 2 > , 5 > }
m=l  i = l  ^ "
N t
U U U { « p  ™ ( a ) , p  “  (ÎÎ. )  , j - l > ,  6 > }
m =l i = l
N u  .
U U U {<<p ^  (k.  ) , p  “  (b ) , ] > ,  6>}
m =l i = l
N V
U U U ( b ) , p^“ N k .  ) , j + l > ,  6 > } .
m =l i = l  ^
A g a in ,  o n e  v e r i f i e s  t h a t  < p , r >  s a t i s f i e s  ( * ) .
I I . L e t
n +1
q =  p  U U { « a ^ , b ^ ,  j ^ > ,  6 ^ > } , w h e r e  6^ e { 0 , 1 } ,  O i  $ n + 1 .  
i = 0
F o r  t h e  s a k e  o f  l e g i b i l i t y ,  p u t  =  j  a n d  = 6 .
L e t
n
q '  = P U U { « a .  , b  , j  > , 6 > } ,  
i = 0  ^ ^
a n d  a s su m e  ( i n d u c t i o n  h y p o t h e s i s )  t h a t  t h e r e  e x i s t s  < p ' , r ' >  s u c h  t h a t
68
< p ' , r ' >  e H, < p ' , r ' >  ^ < a , p >  a n d  r '  ^ q '  ^  p .
(A) I f  < a ^ ^ ^ , b ^ ^ ^ , j >  e dom r ' ,  t h e n  e i t h e r
n + 1 '  n+1 '
I f  (a)  i s  t h e  c a s e ,  t h e n  < p , r >  = < p ' , r ' >  e H s a t i s f i e s  (*) 
I f  (b) i s  t h e  c a s e ,  t h e n
< < a ^ ^ ^ , b ^ ^ ^ , j > , l - 5 >  £ r ' .  F u r t h e r m o r e
« p ( ^ ^ ( a ^ ^ ^ ) , p ( ^ ) ( b ^ ^ ^ ) , j > , l - 5 >  £ r ' ,  f o r  m = 0 , 1 , — , N .
Put
X = { « P ^ ^ ^ ( a ^ ^ ^ ) , p ( ™ ^ ( b ^ ^ ^ ) , j > , l - 6 > :  O $ m $ n } ,  a n d
r "  = r ( X / 6 )  .
T h e n ,  o n e  v e r i f i e s  t h a t  < p ' , r " >  e H, a n d  t h a t  < P , r >  = < p ' , r " >  
s a t i s f i e s  ( * ) .
(B) I f  < a ^ ^ ^ , b ^ ^ ^ , i >  4 dom r ' ,  t h e n  c a s e  I  a p p l i e s  w i t h  < p ' , r ' >  
i n s t e a d  o f  < a , p > ,  a n d  ^ ^ + l ' ^ n + l  p l a c e  o f  a , b ,  r e s p e c t i v e l y .
T h i s  c o m p l e t e s  t h e  p r o o f  o f  6 9 .  □
Remarks.
(i) Observe that i f  the requirement that the p 's  be fu ll  were 
omitted in 67( i i i ) , the resulting H would not be extendable.
ic+2
(ii) Let <Pg,...,p^^^> e (ml) . Then <pg,...,p^^^> induces a 
permutation p = <Pg,...,p^^^>^ of I given by
p<i,j,h> = <P^^i),P^+^(j),h>, O < h 3 c.
Put B = {<pg , . . .  ,p^^^> € (wl)^^^: = IdAm, O $ i  K + l } .
Let G' = {g(x) : x e b} and define G'. , , G' . , G', G' and P'
] , n <a,3,n^ J k
6 9 .
as in 64 ( i i i ) , (iv), (v) and 65, respectively, replacing G' for G and
r' for r. Then i t  is  easy to see that proposition 6 6  holds for G' and 
r ' .  Also define E' as in 67 with G' in the place of G. Finally, set
H' = {<a,p> e E'xP: (p is  full) A (ap = p) }.
We tr iv ia l ly  have that H is  a dense subclass of H' and also that
H* is  definable in 'iT L , In addition, one proves as in 6 8  that H' is
extendable. Hence, proposition 53 applies here. Whence, no solution 
can be achieved with G' defined as above.
69. Definition. (In'7)l).
For every <j,h> € w x (k+1), set
u = {<£, { « i ,  j , 0 >,l>}>: i  € w}, and 
] f u
u = {<u. , { « i ,  j,h>,l>}>: i  e w}, h > 0 .
J , n i,n-x
70. Proposition. (In 171).
(i) For every p e G and every <j,h> e w x (k+1),
P " i . h  “
(M ore p r e c i s e l y ,  p u  = u  . . .  ■<. C f .  r e m a r k  a f t e r  d e f i n i t i o n  6 2 ) .
D/U h   ^ '
( i i )  i  j  - ^ | | u .  . ^  U .  1| O; i , j  € W. ( C f .  r e m a r k  ( i i i ) ,  p . 76)
X ^  n J 9 ^
P r o o f .
( i )
(a )  F o r  h  =  O, we h a v e
dom ( p u .  ) =  p [d om  u .  ]
3 ft» 3 ft»
= p [ ( i :  i  € w } ]
= { p i :  i  € Ü)}
= { i : i  e  0)}
70.
Also,
(Pu ) (i) = (Pu ) (Pi)
J  /  ^  J  f U




= { « i , P g ( j )  ,0>,1>}
S . O  = " p ( j ) , o -
(b) For h > 0, suppose that the assertion is  true for h-1 
We have
dom (Pu. ,) = p [dom u. _]3 f h 3 / h
= {u : i  e CJ-} (Induction hypothesis)
h-1
= (u. , l e w }  (since p,  ^ e wI) i ,h —1 h- 1
Also
(pu. _)(U , .  .) = (pu. , ) (pu. ) (Induction, hypothesis)
3 ,h Pj^_^(i),h- 1  3 f h i ,h - l
= P{<<i,j,h>,l>}
!
= {<p<|if 3 f b>,l}
= { «P
= uPj^(j)/h Ph_i(i) 'h - 1
(ii) One sees that for i  ^ j
“i ,h  = "j.h'l *




f<m,j,h> = O for every me w, and
f<n,i,h> = 1 for every n e w .
This is possible, since i   ^ j .
Then f 4 0
At this point, we diverge in two directions. One along the lines




Throughout V.2 we apply a l l  the contents of sections I, I I ,  I I I  
and IV.1, to the particular case described in V.l.
71. Proposition (In 771).
For every j e w  and h  ^ k.
stab(Uj^h> 2  G.^h.
Therefore, for every j e w  and h  ^ k.
u. , € and 
i f "
stab (u. . ) o G . , f for every n e w  3 ,h -  <n,] ,h>
Proof. Immediate, after proposition 70 (i). Q
72. Construction. Part of the construction involves work performed
72 .
inside 971. The res t is  carried out outside ]^?L. We indicate that the 
work is being performed outside TTl by putting i t  between the signs 
'(1 ) ' and ' (T)' .  I f  no sign is  used, that means that we are staying in
9)1.
Definition 7 and remarks after proposition 8 must be kept in mind. 
Let h e K+1 (i) be non-standard (T), and l e t  i , j  e w be such that
i   ^ j .
(1 ) Let p' £G be such that (T) p^(i) = j .
Then, (proposition 70 (i)),
Also, (proposition 71), for every n e w
stab(u.^ h> 2 G<n,i,h>
stab(Up. 2
Furthermore, (proposition 70( i i) ) .
Thus ||u. P'u. I I  f  O.
2. f ii X f ri
Therefore, for some q e p
Since q is  f in ite , le t  n q w be such that
<n,i,h>  ^ dom q
and <n,j,h>  ^ dom q.
There is  no loss of gener
Let p = {«n ,i ,h> ,l> ,«n ,;
Then stablu^ p
and




Put v - ( i ) , h  = y-
(l) In definition 46 ( i i ) ,  arrange things so that
= {<n,i,h>} and = {<n,],h>} (t)
Then, using p ’  instead of tt in definition 46,
K = K = dom p  
X y
Now, define a e (dom p )1 as
a{<<n,i,h>,l >} = {<<n, j ,h> ,l>}
o{«n, j,h>,l>} = {<<n,i,h>,l>}
Then: Comp(p,q),
o = p'fhom p 
and (i) <a,p> e H (t) .
As p A q s p,
(l) There exists, (proposition 6 8 ),
<ai,Pi> e H (t)
such that <cTj,Pj> $ <a,p>
and Pi S P A q 3 p.
(1) Let p £ G be such that (T)
p/dom p^ = a^, (always possible)
Then
Now, (i) l e t  G be a generic subset of H such that <CTj,Pi> c G. 
Then G  ^ is  a generic subset of P, (proposition 40), and
Pi  ^ G .^
74
(.9 <
Let U be the generic u l t r a f i l te r  associated with G .^
Then we have e U (T)
and
Pi 4 PAq S q f P’V.hll ^
Therefore
(1 ) ^ p v .h 'i  " "
Finally, put
TT = UG . 
•E
Then, (proposition 45 (i) and definition 45(iv)),
P"i,h = V"i,h-
(1)
By proposition 44(v), we know that 
ttCu] = U.
Finally, proposition 36 allows us to define an automorphism of 
971* /U via
-+ (üx)*.
By proposition 63, i t  is  obvious that such automorphism has order 
N, while (1), above, shows that i t  is  a non-trivial automorphism of
-yn^/•a. (t ) . 0
Remark. All the work in V.2 can be performed with I = w x w x w instead 
of (1) X (Ü X (k+1) . We have preferred the la t te r  only in order to follow 
more closely Cohen's work. (Cohen [ 6 ] ) .




T h r o u g h o u t  V .3  we a p p ly  a l l  t h e  c o n t e n t s  o f  c h a p t e r s  I ,  I I ,  I I I  
a n d  I V . 2 t o  t h e  p a r t i c u l a r  c a s e  d e s c r i b e d  i n  V . l .
7 3 .  P r o p o s i t i o n .  F o r  e v e r y  j  e w, an d  h  ^ k.
S T A B (u . ) 2  G .
3 fh ],h
r
Therefore u . , e M , and
STAB (u. , ) 2 G . , f o r  e v e r y  n  e u). □j , h  <n,],h>
7 4 .  C o n s t r u c t i o n . F o l l o w  t h e  sam e s t e p s  p r e s c r i b e d  i n  c o n s t r u c t i o n  7 2 ,  
w it h  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  c h a n g e s ,  ( i n  t h i s  o r d e r ) :
(a ) I n s t e a d  o f  ' s t a b ' ,  u s e  'S T A B '.
(b) I n s t e a d  o f  d e f i n i t i o n  4 6 ,  u s e  d e f i n i t i o n  5 6 .
(c )  I n  d e f i n i t i o n  56  ( i i ) , p u t
* 0  = “ i , h  *1 = “ j , h -
T h e n , i n s t e a d  o f  an d  ( i n  7 2 ) ,  p u t
= { < n , i , h > }  a n d  u { < n , j , h > } ,
r e s p e c t i v e l y .
(d) I n s t e a d  o f  p r o p o s i t i o n  4 5  ( i ) , a p p ly  p r o p o s i t i o n  5 5  ( i ) . □
R em a rk s . (i) T h e  c o n s t r u c t i o n  d e s c r i b e d  i n  7 4  c a n  b e  g i v e n ,  m u t a t i s
m u t a n d is ,  i n s t e a d  o f  t h e  o n e  i n  7 2 ,  V . 2 .  T h e c o n v e r s e  d o e s  n o t  a p p l y .
( C f .  re m a rk  ( i ) , a f t e r  d e f i n i t i o n  5 8 . )
76
r
(ii) Although the M 's  of V.l and V.2 are d ifferent, i t  is  not clear 
whether their quotients over U essentially d iffer.
(iii)  In proposition 70(ii) ,  we actually have
which we prove by induction on h.
(1) F irs t,  i t  is  easy to see that
Then we have
Now, suppose that ||u^ ^  ^ O. Then P  ^ I I  \
for some p e P. Let & e w be such that <&,],0>, <£,k,0>  ^ dom p, 
(always possible), and put q = p U {<<£,j , 0 >,l>, <<£,k,0 >,0 >}.
Then q $ p $ A (u (i) => u (i) ) .
ieo)
In particular.
= {<<£,], 0 >,0 >} V { « £ ,k ,0 >,l>}.
a contradiction.
(2) Using the induction hypothesis, i t  is easy to see that
77
Then we have
An argument similar to that of the end of (1) shows that 
the last expression is 0.  Q
7 8 .
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